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INTRODUCTION 

The basic starting point for analyse of appearance of silent witnesses in Slovene torrential 
research's documentation are a requirements of the Slovenian legislation in the field of water, 
where the description of the methodology for making the erosion hazard indication map, 
which provides that the map has to be first constructed based on analysis of historical and 
archival data, on erosion events and on the basis of pre-made studies, researches, analysis and 
other data, and later updated periodically (fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1: Part of scheme from Slovene legislation for hazard mapping (adopted by OG RS, No. 60/2007) 

As useful tool for preparing draft territorial marking of hazard areas is the identification and 
interpretation of “silent witnesses” (german “Stumme Zeugen”), which are geomorphic and biologic 
evidence of past flood and erosion events found in the field (Hübl, 2009). In analyse of documentation 
there were looking for such a data and information, from which could be possible, without modelling, 
assess areas of possible future events – hazard indication areas. When the authors explored the 
methodological approaches and results of hearings erosion problems in selected 33 comprehensive 
Slovenian torrential research's documentation from the period of 1957 till 2007, noted that the results 
of analysis are general limited to a textual description of the findings and modes spatial representation, 
and that by rule they are not sufficient in terms of the prescribed methodology for making erosion 
hazard indication maps. 

HAZARD MAPPING OF EROSION & FLOODS AREAS IN SLOVENIA 

An important move in the field of the reduction of flood risks is European Directive 2007760/EC on 
the assessment and management of flood risks which, instead of the principle ensuring a certain degree 
of flood safety, introduces a principle of risk management. Its provisions were transposed into Slovene 
national law by the adoption of amendments to the Water Act and new implementing regulations that 
is the Decree on establishment of flood risk management plans (OG RS, No. 7/2010) and the Decree 
on conditions and limitations for construction and activities on flood risk areas (OG RS, No. 89/2008), 
which together with the Rules on methodology to define flood risk areas and erosion areas connected 
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to floods and connections of classification of plots into risk classes (OG RS, No. 60/2007) form a legal 
framework for the prevention of the introduction of new damage potential in an area of flood risk. The 
method of implementation of the flood directive in Slovenia is defined within the Framework 
Programme for the Period 2009-2015 which is published on the Ministry’s web pages: 
www.mop.gov.si. Professional support for the implementation of the flood directive under the Water 
Act is provided by the Institute for Waters of the Republic of Slovenia. For erosion, according to the 
detail of the processing and in the order of production, regulation from 2007 provides the following 
maps: erosion hazard indication map, erosion hazard map, erosion hazard classes map and on the end 
erosion risk map. 

ASSESSMENT OF EROSION AND TORRENTIAL PROCESSES IN SLOVENIA 

Slovenia faces different forms of erosion, among which water erosion is particularly significant. The 
most significant are torrent outbursts, extreme sediment transport and debris flow events, landslides, 
rockfall and avalanches. 44% of the area is potentially at risk by erosion, one third of the area is 
considered as unstable or conditionally stable. Almost one quarter of Slovene territory are torrential 
watersheds, where the erosion phenomena can obtain larger dimension and cause major damage when 
precipitations are intensive. This area to a large extent coincides with the predominantly mountainous 
region covered by mountain forest. The anti-erosion role of the forest is inestimable but we must 
however be constantly aware that in many places the balance between the inhibiting role of the forest 
and the destructive action of erosion is a precarious one. Rash actions can very quickly backfire in the 
form of erosion hot spots and can indirectly trigger landslides, avalanches, erosion and torrents, 
overloaded with sediments and drift woods. So, it is essential importance, that we highlight this 
sections (lines) and areas (polygons) in hazard indication maps. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SLOVENIAN SYSTEM FOR EVENT DOCUMENTATION 

Experiences in several EU projects, the authors proposed a methodology that would allow short-and 
long-term significantly improve the evidence base for the implementation of hazard assessments and 
the production of hazard indication and hazard maps (and later risk) due to erosion and torrential 
processes. Already existing approaches are not heterogeneous, both in methodology and in terms of 
expert interpretation and presentation of results. Consistent with this finding authors analyzing the 
background, the operating system solutions and experience and the latest development trends and 
documentation of flood and erosion events in Austria, Switzerland, Bavaria and South Tyrol. Based on 
the analysis of the situation in Slovenia, the Alpine countries and those subject to the guidelines of the 
projects DOMODIS-a, DIS-ALP-a, and evaluation of specific university course (Institute of Mountain 
Risk Engineering - IAN) for education "interviewers of silent witnesses' (Hübl, 2009), authors formed 
design and methodology supported recommendations for the regulation of this area in Slovenia. 

CONCLUSION 

In terms of making and updating erosion maps would be very desirable a regular providing of data on 
the spatial recorded erosion and torrential phenomena (erosion prone areas, sections of torrents with 
depth and bank erosion, sections with sediment depositional processes …). So, there is evidence that 
in Slovenia we need appropriate systematic solution of documentation of silent witnesses in the area of 
torrential catchments – similar like in other alpine regions. 
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